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Why Crowdsourcing at REVERB?

�Fundraising = Communications = 

Organizing

GOAL

�Start with goal

How to find and connect w/ people

How to break through the noise

How create an army of advocates and 

expand your network $



What is Crowdsourcing?

�Trendy word for grassroots fundraising

�What’s new?

Can reach more peopleCan reach more people

Created new culture of donating 

beyond Red Cross and political parties

�Does online platform matter?

$
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Plan, Plan, Plan

�Mapping Networks

�Create the Toolbox

�Fundraising as Communications 1�Fundraising as Communications

�Integration
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Mapping Networks: Create the Army

�Who do you know; Who do they know; What are 

they good at?

�Requires long term commitment�Requires long term commitment

to data collection and 

documentation.

�Capture the person:

Not just vitals—map

relationships and skills.



Fundraising Toolbox

�What communications tool to use for each person?

5 Tools Email

FacebookFacebook

Twitter

Text

Offline
(Phone and in person)

�What’s the frequency?



Fundraising as Communications

�What does my army need

to make their job easier?

�Create shareable that is:�Create shareable that is:

4 core kinds of shareables:

videos, emails, infographics,

tweets 

Need it be compelling

Crafted for each platform













A network of sustainable 3-D 

ocean farms totalling the size of 

WA state could feed the world 

@thimbleoysters

http://kck.st/10bsxpx

Overfishing, Climate Change, 

Acidification- Our oceans are in 

peril. Let’s turn the tide!  

Kickstarter @thimbleoysters

http://kck.st/10bsxpx

Ocean Vegetarianism? Fish 

don’t make omega 3s. They eat 

them. Get yours from the source. 

http://kck.st/10bsxpx

Mother Nature gave us two 

weapons 4 the fight against 

climate change: Kelp and Oysters. 

Save our seas Save 

ourselves http://kck.st/10bsxpx



3D Ocean Farming? Imagine an ocean farm designed to 

restore rather than deplete our oceans – a farm growing local 

food but also biofuel and organic fertilizer. Support Thimble 

Island Oysters’ kickstarter campaign to scale up their 
sustainable 3D farm – Learn more herehttp://kck.st/10bsxpx
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Why All the Planning?

�First few days most important

-- Come out swinging 

-- Way more likely to succeed if hit

1
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-- Way more likely to succeed if hit

goal in first week

�Opens up time for personal

touch—turn donors into promoters

�Capturing unexpected

opportunities
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Integration

�How do all the pieces

fit together?

�What’s the narrative arc�What’s the narrative arc

and pacing of your campaign?

�What tools are most effective

donation vehicles?

Email vs Twitter vs Facebook



Final Takeaways

�Importance of planning

�Collect and capture data to map network

�Develop communications strategy�Develop communications strategy


